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II. Part 2: God’s Gospel Applied (12–16) 

C. Paul (15:14—16:27): Plans and Closing 
1. Paul’s Plans, Reprise (15:14–33) 

a. Paul’s Mission (15:14–24) 
b. Paul’s Collection (15:25–29) 
c. Paul’s Request (15:30–32) 
d. Peace Benediction (15:33)
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Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)
Paul’s Plans, Reprise  (15:14–33)
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Letter Opening (1:8–15)
Romans and Paul’s Plans
Letter Opening (1:8–15)

Paul’s Plans

1:8–15
Text Terminology Text

1:1, 9 “serve” 15:16
1:1, 9 “gospel” 15:16
1:5, 8 “obedience of faith” 15:18

1:10, 13 “desire to come” 15:22–23
1:14 “indebted” 15:27

Paul’s Plans

15:14–33

(Thanksgiving) (Ending)

Literary Echoes

Letter Opening (1:8–15)
Romans and Paul’s Plans
Letter Opening (1:8–15)

Paul’s Plans

1:8–15
Text Wording Text

1:13 “hindered” = collection 15:22, 25

 1:11 “come” = “through” 15:24, 28

1:14 “evangelize” = “Spain” 15:24, 28

Paul’s Plans

15:14–33

(Thanksgiving) (Ending)

General to Specific

Letter Opening (1:8–15)
Romans and Paul’s Plans
Letter Opening (1:8–15)

Paul’s Plans

1:8–15
Text Wording Travel

1:13; 15:22, 25 “hindered” = collection Jerusalem
1:11; 15: 24, 28 “come” = “through” Rome
1:14; 15:24, 28 “evangelize” = “Spain” Spain

Paul’s Plans

15:14–33

(Thanksgiving) (Ending)

General to Specific
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Rome

Spain

Corinth

Jerusalem

Rome
Spain

Romans StructureRomans Structure
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II. Part 2: God’s Gospel Applied (12–16) 

C. Paul (15:14—16:27): Plans and Closing 
2. Letter Closing (16:1–24) 

a. Phoebe (16:1–2) 
b. Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
c. Warning (16:17–20a) 
d. Benediction (16:20b [+24, +28]) 
e. Secondary Greetings (16:21–23)

15–16

Paul 

Plans 
and 

Closing

Part 2: God’s Gospel Applied



Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)
Letter Closing  (16:1–24)

Phoebe Recommendation (16:1–2) 
Paul’s formal, high recommendation, commendation 

Establishing high status (crucial in honor/shame society) 
“Our sister”: both locally (Corinth, Cenchrae) and regionally (Rome) 
Deaconness of “church” at Cenchreae, Corinth’s double-port sister 

Church (ἐκκλησία, ekklēsia): surprisingly, first occurrence 
Cenchreae likely satelite of 2MJ mission (cf. Lycus valley on 3MJ) 
Corinth: port city, active market, much trade, many artisan shops 
Phoebe’s wealth: landed aristocracy or business class (cf. Lydia)?

Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)
Letter Closing  (16:1–24)

Phoebe Recommendation (16:1–2) 
Paul’s formal, high recommendation, commendation 

Establishing high status (crucial in honor/shame society) 
“Our sister”: both locally (Corinth, Cenchrae) and regionally (Rome) 
Deaconness of “church” at Cenchreae, Corinth’s double-port sister 

Church (ἐκκλησία, ekklēsia): surprisingly, first occurrence 
Cenchreae likely satelite of 2MJ mission (cf. Lycus valley on 3MJ) 
Corinth: port city, active market, much trade, many artisan shops 
Phoebe’s wealth: landed aristocracy or business class (cf. Lydia)?

“Church” (ἐκκλησία, ekklēsia) in NT: 
• Four Gospels: only 3x (only Matt, only 2 verses) 
• Acts: 23x (but only once in Acts 1–5, early movement in 

Jerusalem) 
• General Epistles: only 6x 
• Revelation: 20x (but all in Rev 1–3, except Rev 22:16) 
• Paul: 63x 

Conclusion: NT use is almost exclusively the impact of Paul. Used 
in LXX for assembly of Yahweh. Originally in the Greek world the 
politcal assembly of citizens for governance, but grew into general 
use for any assembly. Thus, usage is cross-cultural, flexible, and 
socially neutral.

Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)
Letter Closing  (16:1–24)

Phoebe Recommendation (16:1–2) 
Paul’s formal, high recommendation, commendation 

Establishing high status (crucial in honor/shame society) 
“Our sister”: both locally (Corinth, Cenchrae) and regionally (Rome) 
Deaconness of “church” at Cenchreae, Corinth’s double-port sister 

Church (ἐκκλησία, ekklēsia): surprisingly, first occurrence 
Cenchreae likely satelite of 2MJ mission (cf. Lycus valley on 3MJ) 
Corinth: port city, active market, much trade, many artisan shops 
Phoebe’s wealth: landed aristocracy or business class (cf. Lydia)?

Ministry of associate Epaphras at 
Colossae, Hierapolis, Laodicea

Letter Closing  (16:1–24)
Phoebe Recommendation (16:1–2) 

Commendation has two purposes 
“Welcome her” (receive, accept in beneficial way) 

Benefit is “in the Lord” = on behalf of Lord’s work 
Manner is as “worthy of all  the saints,” draws in Rome (cf. 1:7) 
Call for hospitality, sharing in needs (i.e, Phoebe target of 12:13) 

“Assist her” (benefaction, appeal to patron-client dynamics) 
Pay obligations/respect where due (i.e, Phobe target of 13:7) 
Reciprocal: she has assisted many (prostatis, benefactress)

Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)



Letter Closing  (16:1–24)
Phoebe Recommendation (16:1–2) 

Commendation has two purposes (cont.) 
“and of me myself” 

Roman congregations can assist with his obligations to her 
Phoebe’s travel to Rome not a whimsical leisure trip 

Recommendation: inferences from literary character and setting 
Phoebe is official letter bearer of Romans 
Phoebe is first interpreter of Romans 
Phoebe (likely) has supplied the scribe, Tertius

Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)

Letter Closing  (16:1–24)
Phoebe Recommendation (16:1–2) 

Commendation has two purposes (cont.) 
“and of me myself” 

Roman congregations can assist with his obligations to her 
Phoebe’s travel to Rome not a whimsical leisure trip 

Recommendation: inferences from literary character and setting 
Phoebe is official letter bearer of Romans 
Phoebe is first interpreter of Romans 
Phoebe (likely) has supplied the scribe, Tertius

Several months in composition, several 
days to make one copy, about $3200

Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Distinctive characteristics 

Unusual length: singling out intentionally, specifically, with detail 
Unusual style: highly honored, Christian service, virtuous character 
Literary function: more than greetings; rather commendations 

Common denominator among names 
Heavy emphasis on direct relationship to Paul 
Rhetorical force: can vouch for Paul, letter of Romans in Rome

Letter Closing (16:1–24)

Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Distinctive characteristics 

Unusual length: singling out intentionally, specifically, with detail 
Unusual style: highly honored, Christian service, virtuous character 
Literary function: more than greetings; rather commendations 

Common denominator among names 
Heavy emphasis on direct relationship to Paul 
Rhetorical force: can vouch for Paul, letter of Romans in Rome

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Way more effort than simply just named

Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)



Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Distinctive characteristics 

Unusual length: singling out intentionally, specifically, with detail 
Unusual style: highly honored, Christian service, virtuous character 
Literary function: more than greetings; rather commendations 

Common denominator among names 
Heavy emphasis on direct relationship to Paul 
Rhetorical force: can vouch for Paul, letter of Romans in Rome

Letter Closing (16:1–24)

Assumes Pauline connections 
unknown to Rome

Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Distinctive characteristics 

Unusual length: singling out intentionally, specifically, with detail 
Unusual style: highly honored, Christian service, virtuous character 
Literary function: more than greetings; rather commendations 

Common denominator among names 
Heavy emphasis on direct relationship to Paul 
Rhetorical force: can vouch for Paul, letter of Romans in Rome

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Hypothesis: House Churches Leaders in Rome 

• Greetings seemed to be used to single out particular house church 
leaders in Rome known to Paul 

• These leaders either have been associated with or know about Paul 
and his previous mission work (perhaps explaining why the never-
heard-before province of Illyricum is mentioned as part of Paul’s 
preaching mission in Rom 15:19) 

• Can vouch for Paul, his mission, and his gospel there in Rome 
• Can vouch for the content of Romans as the gospel of God

Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Distinctive characteristics 

Unusual length: singling out intentionally, specifically, with detail 
Unusual style: highly honored, Christian service, virtuous character 
Literary function: more than greetings; rather commendations 

Common denominator among names 
Heavy emphasis on direct relationship to Paul 
Rhetorical force: can vouch for Paul, letter of Romans in Rome

Letter Closing (16:1–24)

Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)Paul’s Plans and Closing (15:14—16:27)

Important in a church Paul did 
not found and never had visited

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Provide window into social setting of churches in Rome 

Prevalence of Greco-Roman names 
Minority of Jewish names 

Character of fellowship (multi-ethnic, multi-cultural) 
Location: no longer synagogal, but private house churches 
Composition: prominent role of women, slaves, etc. 
Implication: evidence of whole point of Romans as gospel applied

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)



Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Provide window into social setting of churches in Rome 

Prevalence of Greco-Roman names 
Minority of Jewish names 

Character of fellowship (multi-ethnic, multi-cultural) 
Location: no longer synagogal, but private house churches 
Composition: prominent role of women, slaves, etc. 
Implication: evidence of whole point of Romans as gospel applied

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Potential impact of Edict of Claudius

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Provide window into social setting of churches in Rome 

Prevalence of Greco-Roman names 
Minority of Jewish names 

Character of fellowship (multi-ethnic, multi-cultural) 
Location: no longer synagogal, but private house churches 
Composition: prominent role of women, slaves, etc. 
Implication: evidence of whole point of Romans as gospel applied

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

“The Roman church has become a prime example of the 
whole point of Romans as the gospel of God explained 
and applied. The nations are being reached even as Isaiah 
had prophesied, and the central exhibit of the gospel 
explained and applied is turning to Rome” (Stevens, 543).

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Prisca and Aquila (16:3–4) 

Patrons of house church back in Rome 
Travelled widely, multiple homes, generous hosts 
Unknown: “risked their own necks” (reputation, finances, physical?) 
Unique: “all the churches of the gentiles” (only time in Paul) 
Set precedence for developments such as Basilica San Clemente

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Prisca and Aquila (16:3–4) 

Patrons of house church back in Rome 
Travelled widely, multiple homes, generous hosts 
Unknown: “risked their own necks” (reputation, finances, physical?) 
Unique: “all the churches of the gentiles” (only time in Paul) 
Set precedence for developments such as Basilica San Clemente

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)Prisca and Aquila 

Close associates of Paul from 
Rome; joined Paul on his 2MJ, 
eighteen months in Corinth, then 
some time in Ephesus (Acts 18:1–2, 
18–19); now they are back in Rome, 
sponsoring house churches in each 
location, so, business means, some 
wealth, but not aristocracy; Jewish, 
so “fellow kinsmen” of 9:3 and the 
“remnant Israel” of 11:5; Prisca 
mentioned first gives away her 
social standing, similar to the couple 
in the “Terentius Neo Portrait,” left, 
from ruins of Pompeii.



Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Prisca and Aquila (16:3–4) 

Patrons of house church back in Rome 
Travelled widely, multiple homes, generous hosts 
Unknown: “risked their own necks” (reputation, finances, physical?) 
Unique: “all the churches of the gentiles” (only time in Paul) 
Set precedence for developments such as Basilica San Clemente

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Likely either 
Campus Martinus or 

Adventinus areas

Edict of Claudius expired AD 54; 
Romans written AD 57–58

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Prisca and Aquila (16:3–4) 

Patrons of house church back in Rome 
Travelled widely, multiple homes, generous hosts 
Unknown: “risked their own necks” (reputation, finances, physical?) 
Unique: “all the churches of the gentiles” (only time in Paul) 
Set precedence for developments such as Basilica San Clemente

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Paul (Acts 18:2–3); Apollos (Acts 
18:26); the Ephesians (1 Cor 16:19); the 

Romans (Rom 16:5)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Prisca and Aquila (16:3–4) 

Patrons of house church back in Rome 
Travelled widely, multiple homes, generous hosts 
Unknown: “risked their own necks” (reputation, finances, physical?) 
Unique: “all the churches of the gentiles” (only time in Paul) 
Set precedence for developments such as Basilica San Clemente

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

This Jewish 
couple understood and 

supported within their own house church 
assemblies the Pauline gospel of gentile 

inclusion into messianic Israel by 
faith alone.

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Epaenetus, Mary (16:5b–6) 

Epaenetus otherwise unknown, but “firstfruit of Asia unto Messiah” 
Paul takes as sign of Israel’s destiny to nations (“firstfruits”) 
Mary “toiled much for you” (weary work, field labor) 
Only women carry this honor (Mary, Tryphena, Tryphosa, Persis)

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)



Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Andronicus and Junia (16:7) 

Andronicus frequent Jewish Greek name, Junia likely his wife 
“fellow Jews”: subject of Romans 9–11 (9:3), remnant Israel (9:27) 

context: tensions in synagogues, Roman Jewish prejudice 
possible target of gentile arrogance (11:20), weak/strong debate 

“fellow prisoners”: extrememly rare term (not LXX, Philo, Josephus) 
shaming context in ancient world, deeply dishonoring 
at the heart of suffering discipleship core to Paul (12:1)

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Andronicus and Junia (16:7) 

Andronicus frequent Jewish Greek name, Junia likely his wife 
“fellow Jews”: subject of Romans 9–11 (9:3), remnant Israel (9:27) 

context: tensions in synagogues, Roman Jewish prejudice 
possible target of gentile arrogance(11:20,) weak/strong debate 

“fellow prisoners”: extrememly rare term (not LXX, Philo, Josephus) 
shaming context in ancient world, deeply dishonoring 
at the heart of suffering discipleship core to Paul (12:1)

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Beware, gentiles, cavalierly, 
abusively dismissing Jewish contributions 

to messianic Israel

Fascinating story in translation 
history desperately trying to convert Junia into a male 

Roman name with absolutely zero support anywhere in 
history or archeology because of designation as an 

apostle (cf. Stevens, 548, n56)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Andronicus and Junia (16:7) 

Disputed phrase: “well known to/among the apostles” 
“well known to the apostles” has no logical sensibility 
“well known among the apostles,” but define apostle! 
exegetical focus: “outstanding” (superlative models to follow) 

Believers in Jesus Messiah before Paul 
Not necessarily inferring early Jerusalem connection 
Pauline gospel connection more the rhetorical sense

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Andronicus and Junia (16:7) 

Disputed phrase: “well known to/among the apostles” 
“well known to the apostles” has no logical sensibility 
“well known among the apostles,” but define apostle! 
exegetical focus: “outstanding” (superlative models to follow) 

Believers in Jesus Messiah before Paul 
Not necessarily inferring early Jerusalem connection 
Pauline gospel connection more the rhetorical sense

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Jerusalem: the Twelve 
Hellenist: “sent ones” (mission) 

Pauline: vision of Risen Lord (1 Cor 15:7)



Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Andronicus and Junia (16:7) 

Disputed phrase: “well known to/among the apostles” 
“well known to the apostles” has no logical sensibility 
“well known among the apostles,” but define apostle! 
exegetical focus: “outstanding” (superlative models to follow) 

Believers in Jesus Messiah before Paul 
Not necessarily inferring early Jerusalem connection 
Pauline gospel connection more the rhetorical sense

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

“The gospel of God Andronicus and Junia already have been proclaiming 
in Rome for some time now that you already accept and support is the 
gospel of God I am proclaiming. I may be the new kid on the block, but 
my gospel is not really new. As comfortable as you are with Andronicus 
and Junia you should be with me. Andronicus, Junia, and I share in 
suffering imprisonment for the Messiah because we share in the same 
meessage about Messiah that we preach” (Stevens, 552)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Ampilatus (16:8): “beloved,” typical imperial house name, likely slave 
Urbanus (16:9): “co-worker,” typical imperial house name, likely slave 
Stachys: “beloved,” perhaps slave 
Apelles (16:10): “approved,” word link to weak/strong issue 
Aristobulus family 

Individuals with possible connection to Herodian family of the NT 
Cf. Roman connections of Herod’s grandson, Aristobulus (Minor)

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Ampilatus (16:8): “beloved,” typical imperial house name, likely slave 
Urbanus (16:9): “co-worker,” typical imperial house name, likely slave 
Stachys: “beloved,” perhaps slave 
Apelles (16:10): “approved,” word link to weak/strong issue 
Aristobulus family 

Individuals with possible connection to Herodian family of the NT 
Cf. Roman connections of Herod’s grandson, Aristobulus (Minor)

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Cf. 14:18; thus, a model in this issue of 
someone who can “approve the good, pleasing, 

and complete will of God” (12:2)

Herod the Great Mariamne I

Aristobulus IV

HerodiasHerod VMariamne III Herod Agrippa I Aristobulus

Bernice

“Belong to the Family of Aristobulus”

Aristobulus (Minor), grandson of Herod the Great and princess Mariamne I and brother of 
Agrippa I, king of Judea (41–44). Along with brothers Herod V of Chalcis and Agrippa I, 
schooled in Rome with future emperor, Claudius. Died in Rome with no heirs other than a 
deaf/mute daughter, so slaves likely passed over into imperial household, creating the “those 
of Aristobulus” identifier in later generations, which may be the meaning of Paul’s expression 
in Rom 16:10, but the name Aristobulus was common, so any actual connection uncertain.



Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Herodian (16:11): “fellow Jew,” like Andronicus and Junia 
Perhaps freedman of Herodian family 
Herodians in Rome, post war (Aristobulus, Agrippa II, Bernice) 

Narcissus household: “those in the Lord,” common slave name 
Tryphaena and Tryphosa (16:12): paired names with same root 

Common inscription names, paired here as family connections 
“labor strenuously in the Lord” like Mary (16:6) 

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Herodian (16:11): “fellow Jew,” like Andronicus and Junia 
Perhaps freedman of Herodian family 
Herodians in Rome, post war (Aristobulus, Agrippa II, Bernice) 

Narcissus household: “those in the Lord,” common slave name 
Tryphaena and Tryphosa (16:12): paired names with same root 

Common inscription names, paired here as family connections 
“labor strenuously in the Lord” like Mary (16:6) 

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

A slave of Claudius who also died like Claudius 
mysteriously in Agrippina’s intrigue to obtain throne for son, 

Nero; his household would have been assimilated into 
imperial estate. Connection here unknown.

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Persis (16:11): common female slave name  
“beloved”: by many is inferred (not by Paul only) 
“labored much in the Lord”: like Mary, Tryphaena, and Tryphosa 

Rufus (16:13): Latin, frequent slave name  
Speculated NT connection in Mark 15:21 
“elect in the Lord”: strong resonance with Romans election theme 

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Persis (16:11): common female slave name  
“beloved”: by many is inferred (not by Paul only) 
“labored much in the Lord”: like Mary, Tryphaena, and Tryphosa 

Rufus (16:13): Latin, frequent slave name  
Speculated NT connection in Mark 15:21 
“elect in the Lord”: strong resonance with Romans election theme 

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Simon of Cyrene conscripted to carry cross 
noted as “father of Alexander and Rufus,” joined with the 

tradition of Gospel of Mark’s provinance in Rome, so theory 
Mark name-dropping for his Roman audience.



Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Persis (16:11): common female slave name  
“beloved”: by many is inferred (not by Paul only) 
“labored much in the Lord”: like Mary, Tryphaena, and Tryphosa 

Rufus (16:13): Latin, frequent slave name  
Speculated NT connection in Mark 15:21 
“elect in the Lord”: strong resonance with Romans election theme 

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

“who makes charge against God’s elect?” 
(8:38); election in patriarchs (9:11); elect remnant chosen by 
grace (11:5); grace that preserves viabiltiy of elect (11:28); all 

this narrative is Rufus’s story

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Rufus’s mother: “and mine”: another unknown Pauline relationship 
Asyncritus, Phlegon, Hermes, Patrobas, Hermas (16:14) 

Asyncritus, Phlegon: common names; also slaves, freedmen 
Hermes: likely slave name (common to name after the gods) 
Patrobas: short for Patrobius (not Nero’s infamous freedman) 
Hermas: common slave name 
“and the brothers and sisters with them”: likely tenement church 

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Philologus and Julia, Nereus, his sister, Olympas (16:15) 
Philologus: common slave, freedman name 
Julia: extremely popular Roman name (daughter of Augustus) 
Nereus: common slave name, imperial; why sister unnamed? 
Olympas: very common name 
“and all the saints with them”: likely tenement church

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Philologus and Julia, Nereus, his sister, Olympas (16:15) 
Philologus: common slave, freedman name 
Julia: extremely popular Roman name (daughter of Augustus) 
Nereus: common slave name, imperial; why sister unnamed? 
Olympas: very common name 
“and all the saints with them”: likely tenement church

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)Names joined by 

conjunction “and,” but 
connection unclear, whether 
husband/wife, brother/sister, 

or slave/slave



Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Philologus and Julia, Nereus, his sister, Olympas (16:15) 
Philologus: common slave, freedman name 
Julia: extremely popular Roman name (daughter of Augustus) 
Nereus: common slave name, imperial; why sister unnamed? 
Olympas: very common name 
“and all the saints with them”: likely tenement church

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Speculation: Philologus and Julia 
are husband and wife, and Nereus and his 

sister are their siblings, but any such 
relationship is impossible to know

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Notice the multiple, inferred local congregations 
house church: “the church that meets in their house” (16:5) 
house church: “those who belong to the household of” (16:11) 
tenement church: “and the brothers and sisters with them” (16:14) 
tenement church: “and all the saints with them” (16:15)

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Notice the predominance of slave names, social location of audience 
Message: gospel, freedom, future hope—pertinent, poignantly felt 
Messenger: “Paul, slave of Messiah Jesus” (1:1), three reasons 

Reason 1: to identify with Israel’s story and postexilic stress 
Reason 2: to theologize lordship as fundamental human reality 
Reason 3: to identify with so many in the churches in Rome

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Notice the predominance of slave names, social location of audience 
Message: gospel freedom/future hope—pertinent, poignantly felt 
Messenger: “Paul, slave of Messiah Jesus” (1:1), three reasons 

Reason 1: to identify with Israel’s story and postexilic stress 
Reason 2: to theologize lordship as fundamental human reality 
Reason 3: to identify with so many in the churches in Rome

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Sin as 
a cosmic power, not 

insufficient will-power



Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Compressed series (16:8–15): shorter descriptions, but significant 

Notice the predominance of slave names, social location of audience 
Message: gospel freedom/future hope—pertinent, poignantly felt 
Messenger: “Paul, slave of Messiah Jesus” (1:1), three reasons 

Reason 1: to identify with Israel’s story and postexilic stress 
Reason 2: to theologize lordship as fundamental human reality 
Reason 3: to identify with so many in the churches in Rome

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

“Cruel and inhuman as the institution of slavery was in the first century, 
no other human being better could understand what happened at the 
cross. Further, no other human being better could say ‘Jesus is 
Lord’ (10:9) with more sincerity, integrity, and authenticity. Such a person 
with such a faith Paul knew was the strength of messianic Israel. Patrons 
may have been necessary for the life of the church, but slaves were 
essential to telling the story of Israel and to serve as witnesses to the 
true power of the gospel. . . . Thus, when Paul wrote the first four words 
of this letter, he knew he would be here, writing greetings to these house 
churches with so many slave members. They were his trump card for the 
gospel of God” (Stevens, 557).

Primary Greetings (16:3–16) 
Concluding exhortation (16:16) 

“Greet one another with a holy kiss” 
Almost formulaic in Paul, but varied Jewish, Greco-Roman mores 
Pauline setting: unusual gender-mixed, but public (“one another”) 

“All the churches of Messiah greet you” 
Galatia, Asia, Macedonia, Achaia: biography of regular contacts 
Integrating Rome into the Pauline universe and messianic Israel

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Warning (16:17–20a) 
Abrupt, but within the range of Pauline literary activity (cf. Gal  6:17) 
Danger defined by dissention, flattery, deception: rhetoric strong suit 

Proximity of danger ambiguous (anticipated or actual?) 
Apocalyptic tone, perhaps presupposing imminence (13:11) 
New development, but Paul deciding not to write dedicated letter 

“Watch out [skopein]”: be seriously on the lookout  
Sound apostolic teaching at stake (“contrary to the teaching”) 
Perhaps a rogue church leader (cf. 3 John 9–10)

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Warning (16:17–20a) 
“Serve their own appetites” (16:18): reference, or metaphorical? 
“Smooth talk, flattery, deceive the naive”: rhetoric their strong suit 
“Report of your obedience has reached all” (16:19): Paul is upbeat  

Discerning minds knowing good, acceptable, complete will (12:2) 
Dynamics of Spirit, New Aeon, gospel power, victory, consummation 

“God of peace will crush Satan” (16:20): strong apocalyptic tone 
Concise blend of both present, future Pauline eschatology 
Counter-propaganda: Rome’s imperial ideology of Octavian’s peace

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Echoes 1:8 that news of their faith 
has reached the whole world



Warning (16:17–20a) 
“Serve their own appetites” (16:18): reference, or metaphorical? 
“Smooth talk, flattery, deceive the naive”: rhetoric their strong suit 
“Report of your obedience has reached all” (16:19): Paul is upbeat  

Discerning minds knowing good, acceptable, complete will (12:2) 
Dynamics of Spirit, New Aeon, gospel power, victory, consummation 

“God of peace will crush Satan” (16:20): strong apocalyptic tone 
Concise blend of both present, future Pauline eschatology 
Counterpropaganda to Rome’s imperial idealogy of Octavian’s peace

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)Octavian’s Actium Victory (31 BC): 

• Basis of a new world, new rule, new age 
• Asia Minor’s sudden lordship exchange 
• Octavian “crushes” his opponents 
• Magnanimously becomes “reconciler” 
• Brings “peace” to the world 

Core themes of imperial propaganda for 
the rest of the empire. Romans were bred 
and fed on these themes everywhere, on 
coins, statuary, buildings, inscriptions, 
temples, and literature. As far as Paul was 
concerned, Jesus and the cross was a new 
battle of Actium for the whole world, a new 
age that had dawned.

Grace Benediction (16:20b [24, 28]) 
Invariable conclusion of Pauline letter (unlike peace benediction, 15:33) 
Three textual placements (20b, 24, 28; creates versification variations) 

Conclusions: 16:20b clearly original and 16:28 clearly spurious 
Proposal: 16:24 repeated after Paul interrupted by others’ greetings

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Grace Benediction (16:20b [24, 28]) 
Invariable conclusion of Pauline letter (unlike peace benediction, 15:33) 
Three textual placements (20b, 24, 28; creates versification variations) 

Conclusions: 16:20b clearly original and 16:28 clearly spurious 
Proposal: 16:24 repeated after Paul interrupted by others’ greetings

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Ties off opening statement of grace (1:7)

Grace Benediction (16:20b [24, 28]) 
Invariable conclusion of Pauline letter (unlike peace benediction, 15:33) 
Three textual placements (20b, 24, 28; creates versification variations) 

Conclusions: 16:20b clearly original and 16:28 clearly spurious 
Proposal: 16:24 repeated after Paul interrupted by others’ greetings

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Proposed by 
Gamble, reasonable, but still not 

persuasive to most



Secondary Greetings (16:21–23) 
Quite distinct from first set of very formal greetings 

Typical, short, informal, secondary, little exegetical significance 
Still informative of Paul’s context in Corinth 

Timothy (16:21): atypically, not included as author (Romans all Paul) 
Lucius, Jason, Sosipater: “fellow kinsmen,” target of 9:3, remnant Israel 

Lucius: not Luke of Luke-Acts (not even in Corinth; cf. Acts 20:3) 
Jason: possibly 2MJ patron (Acts 17:5–7) picked up 3MJ (Acts 20:2) 
Sosipater: maybe Sopater of Berea, collection delegation (Acts 20:4)

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Secondary Greetings (16:21–23) 
Quite distinct from first set of very formal greetings 

Typical, short, informal, secondary, little exegetical significance 
Still informative of Paul’s context in Corinth 

Timothy (16:21): atypically, not included as author (Romans all Paul) 
Lucius, Jason, Sosipater: “fellow kinsmen,” target of 9:3, remnant Israel 

Lucius: not Luke of Luke-Acts (not even in Corinth; cf. Acts 20:3) 
Jason: possibly 2MJ patron (Acts 17:5–7) picked up 3MJ (Acts 20:2) 
Sosipater: maybe Sopater of Berea, collection delegation (Acts 20:4)

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Cf. Andronicus, Junia, Herodion

Secondary Greetings (16:21–23) 
Tertius (16:22): scribe of Romans, possibly under Phoebe’s employ 

Scribal greeting unique among the letters of Paul 
Style consistency among Paul’s letters = Paul probably dictated 

Gaius, Erastus, Quartus (16:23): second triad after a single name 
Gaius: Paul’s host and of “whole church”: infers significant patronage 

Paul has reciprocal obligation to “repay” patronage (13:7) 
Likely person in 1 Cor 1:15; Paul personally baptised (unusual) 
Likely the Titius Justus with house next to synagogue (Acts 18:7)

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Secondary Greetings (16:21–23) 
Tertius (16:22): scribe of Romans, possibly under Phoebe’s employ 

Scribal greeting unique among the letters of Paul 
Style consistency among Paul’s letters = Paul probably dictated 

Gaius, Erastus, Quartus (16:23): second triad after a single name 
Gaius: Paul’s host and of “whole church”: infers significant patronage 

Paul has reciprocal obligation to “repay” patronage (13:7) 
Likely person in 1 Cor 1:15; Paul personally baptised (unusual) 
Likely the Titius Justus with house next to synagogue (Acts 18:7)

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Earned right due to arduous task? 
Acquaintances in Rome? Otherwise?



Secondary Greetings (16:21–23) 
Tertius (16:22): scribe of Romans, possibly under Phoebe’s employ 

Scribal greeting unique among the letters of Paul 
Style consistency among Paul’s letters = Paul probably dictated 

Gaius, Erastus, Quartus (16:23): second triad after a single name 
Gaius: Paul’s host and of “whole church”: infers significant patronage 

Paul has reciprocal obligation to “repay” patronage (13:7) 
Likely person in 1 Cor 1:15; Paul personally baptised (unusual) 
Likely the Titius Justus with house next to synagogue (Acts 18:7)

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Through long Corinthian ministry, 
representative ministry in Jerusalem and Rome, 

and mission to nations (cf. Spain)

Secondary Greetings (16:21–23) 
Gaius, Erastus, Quartus (16:23): second triad after a single name 

Erastus: “city treasurer” 
Not Paul’s traveling associate (Acts 19:22; 1 Tim 4:20) 
Roman citizen of this Roman colony, wealth, status 
Question of “Erastus Inscription” at Corinth 

Quartus: “the brother”: Greek could be interpreted “our brother” 
Erastus and Quartus names joined by “and,” but any signficance? 
Quartus common slave, freedman name; associate of Erastus?

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Secondary Greetings (16:21–23) 
Gaius, Erastus, Quartus (16:23): second triad after a single name 

Erastus: “city treasurer” 
Not Paul’s traveling associate (Acts 19:22; 1 Tim 4:20) 
Roman citizen of this Roman colony, wealth, status 
Question of “Erastus Inscription” at Corinth 

Quartus: “the brother”: Greek could be interpreted “our brother” 
Erastus and Quartus names joined by “and,” but any signficance? 
Quartus common slave, freedman name; associate of Erastus?

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Official holding major public office, 
local patron obligations, municipal 
responsibilities not free to travel

Secondary Greetings (16:21–23) 
Gaius, Erastus, Quartus (16:23): second triad after a single name 

Erastus: “city treasurer” 
Not Paul’s traveling associate (Acts 19:22; 1 Tim 4:20) 
Roman citizen of this Roman colony, wealth, status 
Question of “Erastus Inscription” at Corinth 

Quartus: “the brother”: Greek could be interpreted “our brother” 
Erastus and Quartus names joined by “and,” but any signficance? 
Quartus common slave, freedman name; associate of Erastus?

Letter Closing (16:1–24)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Inscription term for “city treasurer” is different than 
the general term Paul uses in Romans, and early efforts to 
assert a mid first-century dating of the inscription can be 

challenged; however, the name Erastus is rare



Romans StructureRomans Structure

12–16
II. Part 2: God’s Gospel Applied (12–16) 

C. Paul (15:14—16:27): Plans and Closing 
3. Doxology (16:25–27)

15–16

Paul 

Plans 
and 

Closing

Part 2: God’s Gospel Applied

Introduction 
Most conclude not original to Romans 

Summarizing Romans claim is demonstrably wrong 
Claiming doxologies end other parts of Romans ignores the obvious 
Elements alien to Romans from other letters intrude into doxology 
Word pairing combinations are undocumented elsewhere in Paul 
Major textual issues in Greek mss of position, even presence 

Minority report arguments thoroughly unpersuasive, as indicated above

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Introduction 
Most conclude not original to Romans 

Summarizing Romans claim is demonstrably wrong 
Claiming doxologies end other parts of Romans ignores the obvious 
Elements alien to Romans from other letters intrude into doxology 
Word pairing combinations are undocumented elsewhere in Paul 
Major textual issues in Greek mss of position, even presence 

Minority report arguments thoroughly unpersuasive, as indicated above

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Reflects at best just the 
opening of Romans

Introduction 
Most conclude not original to Romans 

Summarizing Romans claim is demonstrably wrong 
Claiming doxologies end other parts of Romans ignores the obvious 
Elements alien to Romans from other letters intrude into doxology 
Word pairing combinations are undocumented elsewhere in Paul 
Major textual issues in Greek mss of position, even presence 

Minority report arguments thoroughly unpersuasive, as indicated above

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

(1) Paul always ends letters with his 
grace benediction, (2) no other doxology has 

such grave textual issues



Introduction 
Most conclude not original to Romans 

Summarizing Romans claim is demonstrably wrong 
Claiming doxologies end other parts of Romans ignores the obvious 
Elements alien to Romans from other letters intrude into doxology 
Word pairing combinations are undocumented elsewhere in Paul 
Major textual issues in Greek mss of position, even presence 

Minority report arguments thoroughly unpersuasive, as indicated above

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

(1) end of ch. 14, (2) end of ch. 15, 
(3) end of ch. 16, (4) end of both 14 and 16, 

(5) missing entirely

Introduction 
Source: liturgical addition (use in worship), early second-century 

Option 1: Marcion hypothesis, created need for ending, liturgical use 
Option 2: Ecclesial hypothesis, intentionally created for liturgical use

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Introduction 
Source: liturgical addition (use in worship), early second-century 

Option 1: Marcion hypothesis, created need for ending, liturgical use 
Option 2: Ecclesial hypothesis, intentionally created for liturgical use

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Origen’s claim heretic Marcion cut 
off last two chapters, creating Romans 1–14 

edition that needed an ending

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)Doxology Structure: 

   1. Now to him who is able to strengthen you (Eph 3:20) 
   2. according to my gospel (Rom 1:1; 2:16) 
   3. and the proclamation about Jesus Christ (1 Cor 1:21) 
   4. according to the revelation of the mystery (Rom 11:25) 
   5. having been kept silent for aeons of time (2 Tim 1:9) 
   6. but now having been revealed (Rom 3:21) 
   7. through the Scriptures of the prophets (Rom 1:2) 
   8. according to the command of the eternal God (1 Tim 1:1) 
   9. unto the obedience of faith (Rom 1:5) 
 10. unto all the gentiles (Rom 1:5) 
 11. having been made known (Rom 9:23) 
 12. to the only wise God 
 13. through Jesus Christ 
 14. to whom be glory unto the ages, amen

Dative case structures break 
grammar but common liturgical 

practice, with appropriate 
monotheistic conclusion in 

pagan environment

Idea 1

Idea 2

“Command” nowhere else 
in Romans; “eternal God” 

nowhere else in Paul



Comment 
Dunn: “the structure clearly is liturgical in character” (Romans, 913) 
Main structure built on two ideas: (1) strengthening, (2) made known 

“Strengthening” (line 1) has its following “according to” (line 2) 
“Made known” (line 11) has two previous “according to” (lines 4, 8) 

Conclusion: two dative case structures (lines 12–14) 
Breaks grammatical construction, but common in liturgical practice 
Focus on monotheism to counter impact of pagan environment

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Comment 
Dunn: “the structure clearly is liturgical in character” (Romans, 913) 
Main structure built on two ideas: (1) strengthening, (2) made known 

“Strengthening” (line 1) has its following “according to” (line 2) 
“Made known” (line 11) has two previous “according to” (lines 4, 8) 

Conclusion: two dative case structures (lines 12–14) 
Breaks grammatical construction, but common in liturgical practice 
Focus on monotheism to counter impact of pagan environment

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Poetically inverted grammar 
for liturgical presentation

Comment 
Line 8 stands out as doubly peculiar 

“Command” used nowhere else in Romans, so not summarizing 
“Eternal God” is alien to Paul (never in Romans or any other letter) 

Isaiah’s prophetic vision (Israel, ethnē as “nations”) has disappeared 
Doxology has exclusive focus on gentiles 
“To the Jew first” relegated to an artifact of history 
Result: the Word of God has failed, gifts and calling not irrevocable

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Comment 
“Mystery” meaning changed dramatically: Israel absent 

Romans: mystery all about Israel (hardening not total, not final) 
Mystery meant to mitigate gentile conceit in Roman churches 
Doxology turns upside down: about gentiles only (lines 10–11) 

Key lines not summarizing Romans, with intruding or missing material 
Several key lines taken from other Pauline letters (see outline) 
Several crucial themes receive no mention at all (Israel, Spirit)

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)



Comment 
“Mystery” meaning changed dramatically: Israel absent 

Romans: mystery all about Israel (hardening not total, not final) 
Mystery meant to mitigate gentile conceit in Roman churches 
Doxology turns upside down: about gentiles only (lines 10–11) 

Key lines not summarizing Romans, with intruding or missing material 
Several key lines taken from other Pauline letters (see outline) 
Several crucial themes receive no mention at all (Israel, Spirit)

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Promotes gentile conceit!

Comment 
“Mystery” meaning changed dramatically: Israel absent 

Romans: mystery all about Israel (hardening not total, not final) 
Mystery meant to mitigate gentile conceit in Roman churches 
Doxology turns upside down: about gentiles only (lines 10–11) 

Key lines not summarizing Romans, with intruding or missing material 
Several key lines taken from other Pauline letters (see outline) 
Several crucial themes receive no mention at all (Israel, Spirit)

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)

Nothing from Romans 5 or 
the climatic Romans 8

Comment 
“Mystery” meaning changed dramatically: Israel absent 

Romans: mystery all about Israel (hardening not total, not final) 
Mystery meant to mitigate gentile conceit in Roman churches 
Doxology turns upside down: about gentiles only (lines 10–11) 

Key lines not summarizing Romans, with intruding or missing material 
Several key lines taken from other Pauline letters (see outline) 
Several crucial themes receive no mention at all (Israel, Spirit)

Doxology (16:25–27)
Plans and Closing (15:14–16:27)“The doxology summarizes the text of Romans, 

somewhat. Some major themes are passed over or 
purposefully ignored. A major theme obviously 
ignored in a church already anti-Semitic by the 
second century is Israel. Not one word. Sad that only 
a century after composition, Paul’s Jewish voice 
already has been scrubbed from church conscience. 
The doxology stands as silent witness offering 
poignant evidence that the gentilization of Paul 
already has gained a full head of steam in the 
church’s worship and theology” (Stevens, 571).



Thesis of the Commentary 
Romans is all about Israel 
Israel is all about Isaiah’s vision of a destiny for the nations 
“Apostle to the gentiles” sublimated to quest for Israel 
“Gentilized Christianity” obliterates the Israel category in Paul 

The Two Israels in Paul’s Experience 
Mosaic Israel: postexilic, Ezra, Great Assembly, Pharisees, synagogue 
Messianic Israel: apostolic, Jesus, disciples, Hellenists, early church 
Question: law fulfillment (performance versus power, Spirit, New Aeon)

Retrospect
Epilogue

The Romans Synthesis 
Integrating two Israels into one master plan: the gospel of God 
God fulfills all promises (Mosaic Israel not finished) 

Breaking the curse of Adam, consummating creation 
Fulfilling Abraham, Moses, kingdom, prophetic promises 

Thesis Development 
Easily traced in all units of Romans to the very end 
The all-encompassing theology and practice of messianic Israel

Retrospect
Epilogue

The Purpose of Romans 
Pauline collection for Jerusalem: integrating Rome into gift symbolism 

Congregations as symbolic model of unity, destiny to nations 
Gain understanding of Pauline gospel, support of mission goals 

Pauline mission for Israel: establishing a new base 
Paul’s mission crisis: no mission base (loss of Antioch and Ephesus) 
Rome as the future of the church beyond Jerusalem

Retrospect
Epilogue

The Problem of History 
Observation: something dramatically wrong with Pauline hermeneutics 

Goes beyond issues of “new perspective,” “radical perspective,” etc. 
Grappling with the issue of isogesis versus exegesis 

Problem: Paul’s expectations did not pan out, but the church went on 
Solution: interpreting Paul through his own first-century lens 

Refusing to read two-thousand years of history into Paul’s meaning 
Becoming aware of hermeneutical card tricks to avoid problem 

Prospect
Epilogue



Hermeneutical Maneuvers 
Scrubbing imminence 

Ignoring, dismissing 1 Thess 4:18; Rom 13:7; Rom 16:20 
Imminence theology is core to understanding Paul 

Paul expected the parousia in his lifetime 
Paul did not write with our two-thousand-year historical hindsight 

Scrubbing Israel 
Participate or give credence to latent anti-Semitism (“Judaizer”) 
Make “remnant Israel” = “all Israel” (solves problem of gentile history)

Prospect
Epilogue

Hermeneutical Maneuvers 
Doxology as witness 

Encodes both latent anti-Semitism and making gentiles = “all Israel” 
Problem understanding Paul before Augustine or Luther (2 Pet 3:16) 
Doxology themes at the heart of misunderstanding Paul 

Gentile church now “all Israel” (supersessionism) 
What happened (history) has to be what Paul meant

Prospect
Epilogue

Hermeneutical Recovery 
Go with Paul: lets chips of history fall where they may 

Romans is all about Israel 
Romans 9–11 has a progeny component 
When Paul said “all,” he meant “all” 

What about Paul’s “remnant Israel”? 
“Remnant Israel” most certainly not “all Israel” 
“Remnant Israel” only firstfruits of later harvest 
Gentile “fullness” does not consummate Israel’s fullness

Prospect
Epilogue

Hermeneutical Conundrum 
So what happened to Paul’s expectations?  

The Jewish War: changed Judaism and Jesus movement forever 
All cards Paul was holding in AD 57–58 were off the table 

Paul might hope for national epiphany similar to his Damascus Road 
Parousia near, time running short, war imminent, but hope endured 
God’s present mercy to gentiles could come to consummation soon 
“Jealously” of Israel movement Paul likely hoped himself to see 

Paul would be faithful to Isaiah’s vision to the end

Prospect
Epilogue



Hermeneutical Conundrum 
So what happened to Paul’s expectations?  

The Jewish War: changed Judaism and Jesus movement forever 
All cards Paul was holding in AD 57–58 were off the table 

Paul might hope for national epiphany similar to his Damascus Road 
Parousia near, time running short, war imminent, but hope endured 
God’s present mercy to gentiles could come to consummation soon 
“Jealously” of Israel movement Paul likely hoped himself to see 

Paul would be faithful to Isaiah’s vision to the end

Prospect
Epilogue

“The Jewish War was barreling down the tracks like a 
locomotive stoked as high as her boilers could stand. 
Then, he was incarcerated and martyred. Then, the 
war broke out, and those Pauline days of writing 
Romans were gone with the wind” (Stevens, 585).


